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In the South (Alassio) – Overture, Op.50

Pomp and Circumstance – Military Marches, Op.29
No.1 in D major
No.2 in A minor

Variations on an original theme, Op.36 (Enigma)

Theme
I   (C.A.E.)   Caroline Alice Elgar
II  (H.D.S.-P) Hew David Steuart-Powell
III (R.B.T,)  Richard Baxter Townshend
IV  (W.M.B.)  William Meath Baker
V   (R.PA.)   Richard Penrose Arnold
VI  (Ysobel)  Isabel Fitton
VII (Troyte)  Arthur Troyte Griffith
VIII (W.N.)  Winifred Norbury
IX  (Nimrod) August Johannes Jaeger
X   (Dorabella) Intermezzo. Dora Penny
XI  (G.R.S.)  Dr G.R. Sinclair
XII (B.G.N.)  Basil G. Nevison
XIII (***) Romanza. Lady Mary Lygon
XIV (E.D.U.)  Finale. Elgar himself

Music from today’s program has been recorded for broadcast across Australia on ABC Classic FM 92.9.

Estimated timings:
20 minutes, 8 minutes, 30 minutes

The concert will conclude at approximately 12.10pm.
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It is my great pleasure to welcome you to this final concert in the 2008 Tea & Symphony series.

As part of Vladimir Ashkenazy’s Elgar Festival, this Sydney Symphony concert gives us a chance to be immersed in the music of England’s best-loved composer. Elgar has acquired the mantle of tradition and some of his works, such as the *Pomp and Circumstance* marches, have become tried and true favourites. The touching *Enigma Variations* is another favourite, not just of audiences but of Ashkenazy himself – he loves this music, he says, and that love emerges in his interpretation.

Kambly has epitomised the Swiss tradition of the finest biscuits for three generations. Each masterpiece from the Emmental is a small thank you for life; a declaration of love for the very best; the peak of fine, elegant taste.

Kambly is a way of life, dedicated to all those who appreciate the difference between the best and the merely good. In this way it is fitting that we partner with the internationally acclaimed Sydney Symphony, whose vision is to ignite and deepen people’s love of live symphonic music.

We hope you enjoy this morning’s program, and look forward to welcoming you once more to the Tea & Symphony series in 2009.

Oscar A. Kambly
Chairman
Kambly of Switzerland
ELGAR In the South (Alassio)

Elgar called this a concert overture, suggesting affinities with the overtures of Mendelssohn, Brahms and Dvořák. But In the South is closer to being a symphonic poem of the Richard Strauss kind, if not in story-telling then in musical language and treatment. This shows why Elgar in his early years was more appreciated in Germany, where Strauss called him ‘the first English progressivist composer’, than in England. The misleading title alone hardly explains why this fine piece is not more often played. Written in 1903–04, when Elgar was travelling in Italy and settled for a while at Alassio on the Riviera, In the South absorbed the music which the composer found in the air in Italy – ‘you have only to take as much of it as you need,’ he observed.

The brilliant opening, and the languorous second episode, carry inscriptions in the manuscript, one from Byron’s Childe Harold:

…a land
Which was the mightiest in its old command
And is the loveliest...
Wherein were cast...
…the men of Rome!
Thou art the garden of the world.

The other inscription is from Tennyson’s The Daisy, summing up Elgar’s impressions of the Vale of Andora:

What hours were thine and mine
In lands of palm and southern pine
In lands of palm, of orange-blossom,
Of olive, aloe, and maize and vine.

An extraordinary variety of mood is firmly held together in this work by an expanded sonata structure. The middle episode is grandiose, prompted by the sight of an ancient Roman viaduct. In bold harmonies, Elgar tells us, he ‘endeavoured to paint the relentless and domineering onward force of the ancient day, and to give a sound picture of the strife and wars, the “drums and tramplings” of a later time.’

Elgar’s identification with Byron’s Italian traveller merges, in the lyrical canto popolare given to the solo viola, with a tribute to Berlioz’s Byronic Harold in Italy. This tender episode was later detached as a separate piece called In Moonlight. In context it is far more effective – just giving the signal for the recapitulation. This includes a new treatment of a slow, gentle melody from the introduction, nobilmente, combined with the other themes to reach a thrilling climax.
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ELGAR Pomp and Circumstance Marches

For most people there is only one Pomp and Circumstance March – No.1 in D major, with the stirringly patriotic melody of the trio section, to which was later set the poem ‘Land of Hope and Glory’.

The first march was composed in May 1901 – part of a pair. ‘I’ve got a tune that will knock ‘em – knock ‘em flat,’ Elgar declared, and he was right. At its first London performance, conductor Henry Wood had to play it three times before the audience would let him get on with the concert! (It was the first time such a thing had happened in the history of the Proms.)

Elgar was immune to the lines drawn by the critics between serious music and ‘popular’ appeal, regarding ‘the composer’s vocation as the old troubadours and bards did. In those days it was no disgrace to a man to be turned on to step in front of an army and inspire people with song...’ His military marches embraced ceremony and pageantry, and he ‘did not see why the ordinary quick march should not be treated on a large scale in the way that the waltz, the old-fashioned slow march and even the polka have been treated by the great composers; yet all marches on the symphonic scale are so slow that people can’t march to them. I have some of the soldier instinct in me and so I have written two marches of which, so far from being ashamed, I am proud.’

The second of the original pair of marches was No.2 in A minor, gracious and lyrical but with what Diana McVeagh calls ‘uneasy undertones’. Where the first march gives us that ‘once in a lifetime’ tune, the second highlights Elgar’s instinct for orchestral sound and imaginative colours.

The title for the set is drawn from Shakespeare, the scene where a distraught Othello bids farewell to ‘...the spirit-stirring drum, the ear-piercing fife, The Royal banner and all quality, Pride, Pomp and Circumstance of glorious war!’
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Visit YouTube to watch rare footage of Elgar introducing then conducting the trio from March No.1 in 1931. He says to the orchestra: ‘Morning, gentlemen. Glad to see you all. Very light program this morning. Please play this tune as though you’ve never heard it before.’ http://tinyurl.com/5mu8ke
ELGAR Enigma Variations

‘Dedicated to my friends pictured within,’ and dated from Malvern, 1899, this work brought Elgar international fame. It consists of an ‘Enigma’ and fourteen variations. ‘The Enigma I will not explain,’ said the composer; ‘its dark saying must be left unguessed.’ Many guesses have been made but no one so far has been able to explain the enigma. Each variation is headed by initials or by a nickname belonging to a friend or to Elgar’s wife or himself.

Theme
I (C.A.E.) Caroline Alice Elgar, the composer’s wife
II (H.D.S.-P) Hew David Steuart-Powell, pianist in Elgar’s trio
III (R.B.T) Richard Baxter Townshend, author
IV (W.M.B.) William Meath Baker, nicknamed ‘the Squire’
V (R.P.A.) Richard Penrose Arnold, son of Matthew Arnold
VI (Ysobel) Isabel Fitton, viola player
VII (Troyte) Arthur Troyte Griffith, architect
VIII (W.N.) Winifred Norbury
IX (Nimrod) August Johannes Jaeger, reader for the publisher Novello & Co.
X (Dorabella) Intermezzo. Dora Penny, later Mrs Richard Powell
XI (G.R.S.) Dr G.R. Sinclair, organist of Hereford Cathedral
XII (B.G.N.) Basil G. Nevison, cellist in Elgar’s trio
XIII (*** ) Romanza. Lady Mary Lygon, later Trefusis
XIV (E.D.U.) Finale. Elgar himself (‘Edu’ being his nickname)

One evening in October 1898 Elgar, exhausted by a day of teaching, sat down at the piano as he often did and began to fashion the tune later known as ‘Enigma’. It is an oddly hesitant theme; in its first and last parts each bar begins with a rest, and the melody is typically angular and full of melancholy which is only partly dispelled by the warm feeling of the middle four bars. It is indeed an enigma that such a gloomy theme should give rise to a succession of such brilliant and for the most part cheerful portraits – Elgar’s portrait of himself being the most festive and magnificent of all! The Enigma theme seems to represent the composer in a mood of the deepest depression which his friends, coming in one after another, do their utmost to dispel – and succeed in doing so.
Having worked out his theme, Elgar then began to imagine what various acquaintances of his might have done with it ‘if they were asses enough to compose’ (a typical piece of self-deprecation). Jotting down the names, a set of variations took shape, each in some way revealing the personality of a friend. This was a congenial task, and less than four months later the score was completed; the first performance took place in London under Hans Richter on 19 June 1899.

**Listening Guide**

The first variation leads straight out of the theme, and reveals the gracious personality of the future Lady Elgar. No.2 attempts the almost impossible – an orchestral rendering of a light scampering piano scherzo. No.3 is a caricature of an amiable eccentric, cycling around Oxford on his tricycle. No.4 is noisy and assertive. No.5 is a person of two different moods – introspective and distinctly gloomy (string melody), but also given to somewhat inconsequential chattering and laughter (woodwind phrases). ‘Ysobel’ is as elegant and refined as ‘Troyte’ is brusque and argumentative. ‘W.N.’ (No.8) lived in a fine half-timbered house, standing in its own spacious garden at the foot of the Malvern Hills. We get a feeling of the glorious expanse of the countryside. Elgar also preserves for us W.N.’s ‘little trilly laugh’, which is heard on the oboe. ‘Nimrod’ is a play on the name of Jaeger (German for ‘hunter’); it is a wise composer who so honours his publisher, and the music is a noble tribute to the man who more than any other was responsible for Elgar’s success.

The Intermezzo, ‘Dorabella’, alias Dora Penny, was a very close friend of Elgar, and so she has the central place among the Variations. It was perhaps rather cruel of Elgar to include in this dainty, fluttering and decidedly sentimental portrait Dora’s slight stammer, which is somewhat more noticeable than the soulful viola solo. As Mrs Richard Powell, ‘Dorabella’ wrote charmingly and informatively of the ‘friends within’ in her Edward Elgar: Memories of a variation (1937).

No. 11 (G.R.S.) shows Elgar rather more interested in Dr Sinclair’s bulldog than in his organ-playing. Elgar had a great affection for dogs, and on one occasion at least was heard to address his dog at the conclusion of a broadcast talk: ‘Good night, everyone…good night, Marco!’ No.12 is self-explanatory. No.13, Romanza, has a quotation from ‘The Enigma I will not explain – its “dark saying” must be left unguessed, and I warn you that the connexion between the Variations and the ‘Theme is often of the slightest texture; further, through and over the whole set another and larger theme “goes”, but is not played…’
Mendelssohn’s *Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage*, heard twice on the clarinet and once on the trumpets and trombones – alluding to a voyage taken by the lady referred to as Lady Mary Lygon, later Trefusis.

Lastly, the **Finale** – one could guess the composer was a violinist and a conductor, and also an organist. The *Enigma* theme now rises to its full stature; Elgar does not hesitate to give the music a strong flavour of *Pomp and Circumstance*. A mysterious quiet episode in the middle shows another side of his character, and the rich, sonorous peroration makes a truly Elgarian conclusion.

Altogether, the *Enigma* Variations are remarkably successful as portraits, and they are equally good as pure music. Elgar’s gift for melody-writing of all sorts, his command of the orchestra, and his resourcefulness in devising variations make this a memorable work quite apart from considerations of portraiture.
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Donald Peart (1909–1981) was an English music administrator and from 1947 to 1974 held the Chair of Music at Sydney University.
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**GOVERNMENT SUPPORT**

The Sydney Symphony is assisted by the Australian Government through the Australia Council and by the NSW Ministry for the Arts.
ABOUT THE ARTIST

Vladimir Ashkenazy conductor

In the years since Vladimir Ashkenazy first came to prominence on the world stage in the 1955 Chopin Competition in Warsaw, he has built an extraordinary career not only as one of the most renowned and revered pianists of our times, but as an inspiring artist whose creative life encompasses a vast range of activities.

Conducting has formed the largest part of his music-making for the past 20 years. He was Chief Conductor of the Czech Philharmonic from 1998 to 2003, and he was Music Director of the NHK Symphony Orchestra in Tokyo from 2004 to 2007. He will take up the position of Principal Conductor and Artistic Advisor of the Sydney Symphony in 2009.

Alongside these roles, Vladimir Ashkenazy is also Conductor Laureate of the Philharmonia Orchestra, with whom he has developed landmark projects such as Prokofiev and Shostakovich Under Stalin (a project which he toured and later developed into a TV documentary) and Rachmaninoff Revisited at the Lincoln Center, New York.

He also holds the positions of Music Director of the European Union Youth Orchestra and Conductor Laureate of the Iceland Symphony Orchestra. He maintains strong links with a number of other major orchestras, including the Cleveland Orchestra (where he was formerly Principal Guest Conductor), San Francisco Symphony, and Deutsches Symphonie Orchester Berlin (Chief Conductor and Music Director 1988–96), and last year returned to conduct the Berlin Philharmonic.

He continues to devote himself to the piano, building his comprehensive recording catalogue with releases such as the 1999 Grammy award-winning Shostakovich Preludes and Fugues, Rautavaara’s Piano Concerto No3 (which he commissioned), and Rachmaninov transcriptions. His latest releases are recordings of Bach’s Wohltemperierte Klavier and Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations.

A regular visitor to Sydney over many years, he has conducted subscription concerts and composer festivals for the Sydney Symphony, with his five-program Rachmaninov Festival forming a highlight of the 75th Anniversary Season in 2007. Vladimir Ashkenazy’s future artistic role with the Orchestra will include collaborations on composer festivals, major recording projects and international touring activities.
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Maestri $10,000 and above
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Maestri
Brian Abel & the late Ben Gannon AO
GeoFF & Vicki Ainsworth *
Mrs AntonioTeil Albert §
Mr Robert O Albert AO §†
Mr Terrey & Mrs Anne Arcus §
Alan & Christine Bishop §
Sandra & Neil Burns *
Mr Ian & Mrs Jennifer Burton *
Libby Christie & Peter James §
The Clitheroe Foundation *
Mr John C Conde AO §†
Mr John Curtis §
Eric Dood *
Penny Edwards **
Mr J O Fairfax AO *
Fred P Archer Charitable Trust §
Dr Bruno & Rhonda Giuffre *
In memory of Hettie Gordon §
Mr Harcourt Gough §
Mr James Gragam AM &
Mrs Helen Graham §
Mr David Greatorex AO &
Mrs Deirdre Greatorex §
The Hansen Family §
Mr Stephen Johns §
Mr Andrew Kaldor &
Mrs Renata Kaldor AO §
H Killnikos Pty Ltd §
Mrs Joan MacKenzie §
Mr T Meisterer OAM &
the late Mr E J Merewether §
Mrs James & Mrs Elsie Moore *
Mr B G O’Connor §*
The Paramor Family *
The Ian Potter Foundation *
Miss Vivian Pryor *
Bruce & Joy Reid Foundation* Dr John Roarty in memory of
Mrs June Roarty
Rodney Rosenblum AM &
Sylvia Rosenblum *
Mr Paul & Mrs Sandra Salteri ††
David Smithers AM & Family §
Mrs Joyce Sproat &
Mrs Janet Cooke †
Andrew Turner & Vivian Chang
Mr Brian & Mrs Rosemary White
Anonymous (2) *

Virtuosi
Mr Roger Allen &
Mrs Maggie Gray
Mr Charles Barnan §
Ms Jan Bowen °
Mr Robert & Mrs L Alison Carr §
Mrs Emily Chang §
Mr Stuart & Mrs Julie Clappett §†
Mr Greg Daniel
Ian Dickson & Reg Holloway*
Mr Ross Grant ¶
Mr & Mrs Paul Hoult
Irwin Imhof in memory of
Mr & Mrs Jillis T Kryger *§
Ms Ann Lewis AM
Helena Schuh & Helen Bauer *
Mr & Mrs David Milman §
The Perini Family Foundation
Mrs Helen Seary *
Ms Ann Sherry AO *
Ms Gabrielle Trinoro *
In memory of Dr William &
Mrs Helen Webb ¶
Michael & Mary Whelan Trust §
Anonymous (1)

Soli
Mr David Barnes *
Mr Anthony Berg AM
Mr Alexander &
Mrs Vera Boyarsky §
Mr Peter Coates
Ms Elise Fairbairn-Smith
Mr Robert Gay §
Hilmer Family Trust §
Ms Ann Hovan *
Mr Paul Hotz §
Mr Philip Isaacs OAM §*
Mr Bob Longworth
Mrs Judith McKernan *§
Miss Margaret N MacLaren ***§†
Mr David Maloney §
Mrs Alexander Martin &
the late Mr Lloyd Martin AM §
Mr Helen Chisholm §
Mr and Mrs John van Ogrop
Ms Robin Potter *§
Ms Janina Fialkov §
Mr Geoff Wood &
Ms Melissa Walters †‡
Mr John Reilly &
the late James Agapitos OAM *§
Anonymous (6)

Tutti
Richard Ackland *
Mr Mats Blomqvist
Mr Henrik W Aram OAM §
Mrs Joan Barnes *
Douglas & Alison Battersby *
Mr Stephen J Bell §†
Mr Phil Bennett
Nicola Berry §
Mr Mark Bethwaite
Gabrielle Blackstock ¶
Mr David S Brett §*
Mr Maximo Buch *
Mrs Lenore P Buckle §
A Busch &
Mr Debbi Cramer &
Bill Caulfield §
Joan Connery OAM §*
Mr & Mrs R Constable ¶†
Mr John Cunningham SCM &
Mrs Margaret Cunningham §
Mrs Margaret Dawes-Dawson §
Mr & Mrs J B Fairfax AM §
Mr Russell Farr
Mr Ian Fenwick &
Prof Neville Willis §
Anthony Greg & Deanne
White §
Mr & Mrs Akiko Gregory *§
Miss Janette Hamilton §
Mr Justin Hipgrave §
Rev H & Mrs M Herbert **
Mr A & Mrs L Heyko-Porebski *
Dr & Mrs Michael Hunter §
Ms Judy Joye
Mr & Mrs E Katz §
Mr & Mrs Margaret Tribe §
Miss Anna-Lisa Klettenberg §
Mr Andrew Korda &
Ms Susan Korda
Mr Justin Lam §
Dr Gart Leslie §
Erna & Gerry Levy AM §
Mrs Belinda Lim & Mr Arti Orts §
Mr Gary Limnane §
Mr & Mrs S C Lloyd ¶
Mr Andrew & Mrs Amanda Love
Mrs Carolyn A Lowry OAM *§
Mr & Mrs R Maple-Brown §
Mr Robert & Mrs Renee Markovic §
Wendy McCarthy AO *
Mr Ian & Mrs Pam McGaw *
Mrs Barbara McNulty OBE §
Kate & Peter Mason §†
Justice Jane Matthews §
Ms Margaret Moore &
Dr Paul Hutchins *§
Mr Robert Orrell ¶
Mrs Jill Page *
Timothy & Eva Pascoe §
Ms Patricia Payn §
Mrs Almitt Platti
Mr Adrian & Mrs Dailmen Pilton
Mr LT & Mrs L M Priddle §
Mrs B Raghavan *
Mr Ernest & Mrs Judith Rapee §
Dr K D Reeve AM §
Mrs Patricia H Reid §
Pamela Rogers §*
Mr Brian Russell &
Mrs Irena Singleman
Ms Juliana Schaffer §
Robyn Smiles §
The Hon. Warwick Smith
Derek & Patricia Smith §
Catherine Stephen §
Mr Fred & Mrs Dorothy Street §§
Mr Michael &
Mrs Georgina Suttur
Mr Georges &
Mrs Marlieri Schiltler §
Dr Heng & Mrs Cilla Teo §
Mr Ken Tribe AC &
Mrs Joan Treloar §
Mr John E Tuckey *§
Mrs Merle Turkington *
Mrs Kathleen Tutton §
Ms Mary Valantine AO §
Henry & Ruth Weinberg
Audrey & Mrs Paul Wilson *†
Anonymous (14)

Supporters over $500
Ms Madeleine Adams
PTW Architects §
Mr John Azarias
Mr & Mrs Mary Barrett §
Ms Wendy Black
Black Communications
Mr G D Bolton §*
Dr & Mrs Hannah Boshoff §
Mr Bulmer
Hugh & Hilary Cairns §
Ms C Cathles §
Marie Cameron §
Hon. Justice J C &
Mrs Campbell **
Mr Brian Castleden §
Mr B & Mrs M Coles *
Dr Malcolm Colley *§
Mrs Katherine Gaskin Combergh *
Jen Cornish *
Mr Stan Costigan AO &
Mrs Mary Costigan *
Mr Michael Crouch AO *
M Danon
Lisa & Miro Davis *§
Joan De Hamel *
Dr Peter & Mrs Mary Doyle §
Mr Steve Gillett
In memory of Angelica Green §
Dr Richard & Anna Henschel §
Beth Harpley *
Mr Ken Hawkings **
Interfinancial Aid §
Mrs Greta James *
Mr Stephen Jenkins *
Dr Michael Joel AM &
Mrs Anna Joel *
Doctor Faith J Jones §
Mr & Mrs Keen
Mrs Jannette King *
Iven & Sylvia Klineberg *
Dr Barry Landa
Dr & Mrs Leo Leader *
Margaret Lederman §
Mr & Mrs Le Lichard §
Mr Joseph Lipski **
P & Mrs A Lohan §
Mr & Mrs James McCarthy *
Mr Matthew McIntyres §
Ms Julie Manford-Hughes
Mrs Millard §
Helen Morgan *
Mr & Mrs Steve Morris *
Miss C O’Connor *
Mrs Rachel O’Connor *§
Mr R O’Dempsey *
Mrs S D O’Toole
Mrs Roslyn Packer AO *
Dr & Mrs Tnr Tindal * §
Dr Kevin Pedemont *
Mr & Mrs Michael Potts
Mr & Mrs Reid AO
Catherine Remond *§
Mr John &
Mrs Lynn Carol Reid §
Mr M D Salamon §
In memory of H St P Scarlett §
Mr John Scott *§
William Sewell *†
Dr John Siewrigth &
Ms Kerrie Kemp *§
Margeret Suther *§
Mrs Elizabeth F Tocque **
Mr & Mrs Frank Tolleretz *§
Mr Andrew & Mrs Isolde Torny
Ronald Wallis §*
Louisa & David Jordan §
Mrs Lucille Warth §
Mrs Christine Wenkart
A Willmers & R Pullı †
Dr Richard Wing §
Mr Robert Woods *
Jill Wren
Miss Jenny Wu
Mrs R Yabsley °§
Anonymous (31) *§

* Allegro Program supporter
* Emerging Artist Fund supporter
* Fostering Chamber Fund supporter
* Orchestra Fund supporter
* Italian Tour supporter
Founded in 1932, the Sydney Symphony has evolved into one of the world’s finest orchestras as Sydney has become one of the world’s great cities. Resident at the Sydney Opera House, the Orchestra also performs throughout Sydney and regional New South Wales, and has toured internationally. Critical to the Orchestra’s success has been the leadership given by its former Chief Conductors, including Sir Eugene Goossens, Willem van Otterloo, Louis Frémaux, Sir Charles Mackerras, Stuart Challender and Edo de Waart, as well as collaborations with legendary figures such as George Szell, Sir Thomas Beecham, Otto Klemperer and Igor Stravinsky. This year Maestro Gianluigi Gelmetti completed his fifth year as Chief Conductor and Artistic Director, a position he held in tandem with that of Music Director at Rome Opera.